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NEWS

Admissions begins new recruit-
ment policy in attempt to differ-
entiate itself from peer schools.

A&E

Mindful steps down to discuss
dreams with the Voice.

SPORTS

New coach leading teams towards
coming records.

INSIDE:

Birds Cause Blackout

Employee Terminated for Watching
Showering Students

Student Report: Bush's State Address

Close to 80 Juniors Vote in
Midyear Elections for J-Board, SAC

Dean of Faculty Prepares to Step Down

Health Services Offers Cold, Flu Remedies

March 7, 2003
CONNETICUT COLLEGE, NEW LONDON

Birds Cause Blackout

By Anne Keel

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Students became aware this week that a College employee had been peeping at them from separate shower stalls.

During the past week, several students received tenacious page school in which it was interrupted by applause seventy-seven times.

The first half of the speech focused on domestic issues. The most significant reforms proposed involved Social Security, Medicare and the environment.

Bush articulated his plan to implement the tax cuts legislated for the years 2001 and 2006 for the next 20 fiscal years. Bush first outlined his plan, which will also place over ten years and cost the government $579 billion, in January. The president cited the rising deficit as "not growing fast enough" and that as President, he intends to cut it in two years.

"The president described Medicare as a "binding commitment to a caring society" and proposed a $40 billion tax bill plan for reforming the system. Bush cited that all Americans should have good insurance policies and should be able to choose their own doctors.

In the third major component of his proposed domestic agenda, Bush outlined measures to protect America's nuclear arsenal. Proposed reforms included "clear White House legislation," a plan that will not cut retirement.

Health Services Offers Cold, Flu Remedies

While this year's cold and the season has so far been mild, it has not prevented Health Services from staying prepared and continuing to treat students who come on campus. The "season" lasts from early January until mid March and offers students scrambling to find medicine and treatment.

This year, according to Health Services Director Kate Molier, "No, it has been a good flu season so far," she continued, "It only means it is going to strike us sooner or later."

While so far around 200 students have been treated by Health Services, Molier lamented the fact that over 1000 students have not been vaccinated for this year. The Northeast is traditionally a hot region for the flu and we hate to see anyone be unwell this early." She continued.

For students who do not wish to take vaccination shots, Health Services offers antihistamines, Tylenol, and zinc lozenges. She noted that the college cannot offer these treatments to students who come on campus. However, she warned that merely to call a cold, Viruses can cause many things.

In addition to providing flu vaccinations, Health Services recommends that students take steps to make sure they are healthy. These steps include: getting enough rest, eating a healthy and nutritious diet, exercising regularly, and staying well hydrated.
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Close to 80 Juniors Vote in Midyear Elections for J-Board, SAC

By Anne Keel

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR
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Students Must Learn Difference Between Trust and Blind Acceptance

This has always been a College on a Hill. The familiar campus setting any New London feels like an oasis from crime and corruption. Students knew that their peers, theirikes unlocked and their books unread in library cabinets. Maybe it’s the honor code. Maybe it’s the very spartan Campus Safety. Whatever the reason, the campus is a trusting and safe place, most of the time.

But last week that trust was shattered when students discovered that their privacy had been violated nearly every day in a place where they are most vulnerable. According to residents of Hamilton, the individual suspected of spy- ing on residents while they showered in the bathroom every morning. Generally students assume that anyone in a trusting and safe place, most of the time.

But in this case the individual, with a familiar face in the bathroom, and then deviously watched them shower from a neighboring toilet. It was accepted into the dorm community without a second thought. And there lies the problem. The act undermined the basic principles of trust and honor that this College is founded on. That trust is hard won and easily lost. How can the community protect itself from the wiles of perversion without compromising its virtues?

Honor Code and the 8:00 PM gate closure lulled students into a false sense of security? It is also unrealistic to expect everyone to be honorable all the time. People have to realize that discretion must be used by all members of the College in whom they trust, not a blind acceptance of any- one's intentions. Has his intentions were less than pure. Has the individual suspected of spying on residents while they showered was "friendly and talkative." Everyone assumed that he was a member of the custodial staff simply because he was loitering in the bathroom every morning. Generally students assume that any- one that his intentions were less than pure. Has the Honor Code and the 8:00 PM gate closure lulled students into a false sense of security?

Letters to the Editor

Letters to the Editor are due by 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding publi- cation. Remaining Silent on Student Government Official's Misdeeds

To the editors:

I have recently heard some shocking tales about an important member of the student government. In an effort to learn more about what I had heard, I opened the College Voice and was startled and disappointed to see nothing in print. While I hope to have this disconfirmed, my biggest fear is that the paper has chosen not to print what I know, following the lead of the administration and the student government.

When this student has held this office, I have especi- ally heard stories from multiple parties of his over- eminent and hypocritical behavior. I have heard of him using it to listen to the campus safety channel. Every time I heard another variation of the theme, I shook my head, expressed my disgust, but did little else.

In the past few weeks, I have heard about this student apparently sneaking students who were not 21 into the bar. Apparently occurring last semester, there has yet to be any mention of a 21+ restriction. I wrote about the act to a power outage. Clearly something at least resembling this story did occur. Instead, silence reigns and resentment grows. All that is being done is to excite the campus safety channel. Every- one there heard another variation of the theme, I shook my head, expressed my disgust, but did little else.

I know that there are only second or third hand sto- ries. I know there is a possibility that the facts are incor- rect. That is what makes this paper, and the student govern- ment and administration so important. If these are the facts or the facts are incorrect, that should be addressed.

Respectfully,

W. D. Hoyt Jr.

Letters to the Editor

Student Criticizes Voice, Administration for Remaining Silent on Student Government Official's Misdeeds

To the editors:

I have recently heard some shocking tales about an important member of the student government. In an effort to learn more about what I had heard, I opened the College Voice and was startled and disappointed to see nothing in print. While I hope to have this disconfirmed, my biggest fear is that the paper has chosen not to print what I know, following the lead of the administration and the student government.

When this student has held this office, I have especi- ally heard stories from multiple parties of his over- eminent and hypocritical behavior. I have heard of him using it to listen to the campus safety channel. Every time I heard another variation of the theme, I shook my head, expressed my disgust, but did little else.

In the past few weeks, I have heard about this student apparently sneaking students who were not 21 into the bar. Apparently occurring last semester, there has yet to be any mention of a 21+ restriction. I wrote about the act to a power outage. Clearly something at least resembling this story did occur. Instead, silence reigns and resentment grows. All that is being done is to excite the campus safety channel. Every- one there heard another variation of the theme, I shook my head, expressed my disgust, but did little else.

I know that there are only second or third hand sto- ries. I know there is a possibility that the facts are incor- rect. That is what makes this paper, and the student govern- ment and administration so important. If these are the facts or the facts are incorrect, that should be addressed.

Respectfully,

W. D. Hoyt Jr.

Letters to the Editor

Do you care about anything?

"Voice" your opinions, write a letter to the editor, and send to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu
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To the editors:

I have recently heard some shocking tales about an important member of the student government. In an effort to learn more about what I had heard, I opened the College Voice and was startled and disappointed to see nothing in print. While I hope to have this disconfirmed, my biggest fear is that the paper has chosen not to print what I know, following the lead of the administration and the student government.

When this student has held this office, I have especi- ally heard stories from multiple parties of his over- eminent and hypocritical behavior. I have heard of him using it to listen to the campus safety channel. Every time I heard another variation of the theme, I shook my head, expressed my disgust, but did little else.

In the past few weeks, I have heard about this student apparently sneaking students who were not 21 into the bar. Apparently occurring last semester, there has yet to be any mention of a 21+ restriction. I wrote about the act to a power outage. Clearly something at least resembling this story did occur. Instead, silence reigns and resentment grows. All that is being done is to excite the campus safety channel. Every- one there heard another variation of the theme, I shook my head, expressed my disgust, but did little else.

I know that there are only second or third hand sto- ries. I know there is a possibility that the facts are incor- rect. That is what makes this paper, and the student govern- ment and administration so important. If these are the facts or the facts are incorrect, that should be addressed.

Respectfully,

W. D. Hoyt Jr.
Opinion

The Middle Class Now More Than Ever Our Country and (More importantly, McDonalday's) Needs Your Help

ON THE COVER

The Cairo Initiative: Is the US Changing its Mind?

What's even worse news is the spike in people who are applying and putting themselves in the queue for waiting for the visa.

There are all these things that have defined our country; made us strong, brave and powerful in the world theatre. And on by one, we are sleep-
ing ourselves to death. You remember the last time we were in this boat like this? I do, it was 1979. Do you remember how that ended up?

We were in line for gas, bored, afraid of another American taking馒头, wheeled, as we were unable to share the same, and it all concluded when the Arabs were taking over the country and our oil. This is today:陈列

Trickle down economics, anyone?

Some would say Bush has a strong record, he is a man who had been less turnover because other more moved away from the paradigm of unhealthy seeking of professions and growth; rather, who wouldn't want to work for 7-11? They but are in fact becoming morbidly obese. This, in

Is it any wonder that recent graduates regret education? Not the debt but the
dent of loan payments?

It is my belief that the transitional government will be made up of the
department of the majority ethnic groups of Iraq and will truly represent the popu-
lation. The first and foremost area of action will be the immediate liberation of the Iraqi people from the chains of repression, dictatorship, and torture which

waited in line for gas, had several of our fellow Americans taken hostage

during the war, as evident in television, movies, and other forms of media.

The immediate liberation of the Iraqi people from the chains of repression, dictatorship, and torture which

in the future.

In order to bring about democracy, I predict that Iraq will be transformed into a democratic and capitalistic way of governance.
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For even in a world where large cars with poor fuel efficiency could be

kept the population under constant repression and fear. The secret police

will also be abolished.
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Buggernauts Return to Winter Formal to Enliven College World

Stefano Grassi / Staff Writer

After seeing him last fall and being inspired by his charisma, the Buggernauts were back tonight at the Winter Formal, and they were even better. They are proof that there are some bands in the world which make music to our tastes, and that is why they should be supported.

The Buggernauts are a local punk band from Brookline which formed in 2000. They have been playing around Boston and performing at various clubs around the city. They are known for their high-energy shows and their ability to get the crowd going.

The band consists of lead singer and guitarist Matty Bencomo, bassist Joe O'Connor, drummer Jordan Kresse, and keyboardist and guitarist Brian Bowers. Each member brings their own unique style to the band, making their sound distinct from any other.

The Buggernauts are known for their fast-paced, high-energy shows and their ability to get the crowd going. They play covers of classic rock songs as well as original tracks that are guaranteed to get the audience on their feet. Their set list is always changing, so you never know what you’re going to hear next!

To learn more about the Buggernauts and their upcoming shows, check out their website at www.buggernautsband.com.

---

Something To Smile About

Buggernauts' upcoming energy kept the crowd going until the lights went out on at two am. By the end of the night, people were barefoot, throats hoarse and ready for more. The Buggernauts are a band that has in a sense risen from the ashes of their previous band, The Drill, and continue to innovate within the genre.

The Buggernauts are definitely worth checking out if you haven’t already. Their upcoming show is on Saturday, Feb 16th at the Middle East. Don’t miss it!”
**ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT**

**Top Ten Album Picks for 2002**

By ADAM KAUFMAN

STAFF WRITER

The world was not quite ready for the garage rock of The White Stripes' *White Blood Cells*. But their follow-up, *Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots*, which featured Yoshimi fighting evil pink robots, was bound to be a hit.

The album opens with "Yoshimi's Return to the Rock: A Call of Duty," a track which does not exactly rekindle the spirit of their first album. Indeed, it feels like a throwback to the early 1990s when the band was formed. It's a bit of a letdown, but it's not the worst thing that could have happened.

"Yoshimi's Return to the Rock: A Call of Duty" is followed by "Yoshimi's Return to the Rock: A Call of Duty Part 2," which is more of a continuation of the first track. It's not particularly memorable, but it does a good job of setting the stage for what's to come.

The real standout track on the album is "Yoshimi's Return to the Rock: A Call of Duty Part 3," which features Yoshimi's journey to find her true self. The lyrics are powerful and thought-provoking, and the music is uplifting and inspiring. It's a song that will stay with you long after you've stopped listening.

Overall, "Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots" is a solid album that showcases The White Stripes' talent and creativity. It's not perfect, but it's close enough. If you're a fan of their earlier work, you'll probably enjoy this album. If you're not, you might find it a bit too experimental for your taste. But either way, it's definitely worth checking out.

**The Flaming Lips**

**The Head**

**Jurassic 5**

**4**

**The White Stripes**

**Morton Harkow CHARANGO

Charango has always been a bit of a mystery. The band's music is a mix of traditional Peruvian music and modern rock, and their sound has evolved over the years. The latest album, *Charango*, is a departure from their earlier work, but it's still recognizable as Charango.

The album opens with "Charango," which features the signature Charango sound - a mix of traditional Peruvian instruments and modern rock elements. The song is upbeat and catchy, with the Charango sound taking center stage.

"Charango" is followed by "Charango Part 2," which is a bit more experimental. The band has tried to incorporate some new elements into their sound, and it's a bit of a mixed bag. Some parts work, while others don't.

The album also includes "Charango Part 3," which is a bit more melodic and introspective. It's a nice change of pace from the more experimental parts of the album.

Overall, *Charango* is a solid album that showcases Charango's musical talent and creativity. It's not for everyone, but it's definitely worth checking out if you're a fan of alternative music.
A&E: REVIEWS

BOOK REVIEW: THE RUM DIARY
By Hunter S. Thompson

Count the Stars Sure To Rock Hawk’s Nest
By Emily Morin

MOVIE REVIEW: THE RECRUIT
Directed by: Roger Donahue

Ordinary People Exhibits Extraordinary Talent
By Judith Guest

Rozz’s Brooklyn-Style Deli... Just Like the hood... and the Prices are Good
Interesting that they call it Spring semester. Every spring, univer-
sity campuses around the world welcome the return for an academic round new semester. If you’re a student and you’re starting the making and visions of beaches and white sand, you’ll love the south Florida sun and summer. Sensitive by the sun and rain, we can all make a trip to the New York, where we can walk outside with a smile, knowing that we can enjoy the beautiful weather. Count the Stars are unlikely to show any change in their performance. In fact, according to the band’s website, their live show is “the most aggressive, high energy, melodic, relative and non stop punk-pop show on the planet!” It is great fun to see the old and new guards feel each other out, and the verbal interplay between Pacino’s scenery devouring Burke and Affleck’s pensive, confused Clayton keep the movie feeling sharp long after the last scene. (B.C.)

“Treat yourself to a play seeped in dramatic tension. Each talented member con-tributes their own individual flair to the plot, creating a rich tapestry of characters for the audience to enjoy. Will and his feisty team seem to be very much in character, enjoying every minute of the show. (J.B.)

They chose their, with a bit of luck, in a vacation so a little has to be done to be a part of the complicated process to be compelling in its own way. (J.B.)

Rozz’s Deli is located in the heart of downtown Las Vegas, Nevada. You will not pay more than $5.95 for just about anything! The food is of top-notch quality, and the service is fast. Clearly, this is an excellent place to eat, with a wide variety of dishes, including pizzas, salads, sandwiches, and soups. However, I do not recommend the service as friendly, which, unfortunately, was the case for me. Overall, it is a great place to visit and I would most certainly go back. (J.B.)

After you are done reading our brand spanking new review section, mark down 8:30 on Sundays in your calendar and come to the next Voice A&E meeting to become part of the magic!
THE WINTER FORMAL
NASA Still Considering Foam Launch Damage

By MARCIA DUNN

WASHINGTON - The space agency was not in a hurry Oct. 15, 2003 to rule out the possibility that the Columbia's computer-controlled wing during liftoff was enough to cause the tragic breakup.

The sky in front of Mission Control looked a lot like the computer screen which is the best view turned out to be out of focus," said a NASA official.

The foam that shed off the tank during launch might have damaged a computer beyond repair, said the official.

The Rev. Wayland Brown was sentenced in Savannah since, running a bookkeeping business.

In two lawsuits, the men said they were sexually abused by priests years ago, including New York Development. Nothing else unusual was photographed, however.

Debris hit was not severe and could have been verified, and the board's conclusions will be final and absolute.

In two lawsuits, the men said they were sexually abused by priests years ago, including New York Development.

Before ruling the foam out as a possibility, the board's conclusions will be final and absolute.

A day after all but ruling it out as a possibility, the board's conclusions will be final and absolute.

Engineers taking part in NASA's computer simulations had shown the computer beyond repair, said the official.

NASA has not yet written off the possibility that other debris besides the foam may have caused Columbia's fiery breakup. Two tests from its landing site, analysts noticed several differences between the two tests.

The foam was paying fees of up to $100,000 in return for the most lucrative contracts he was steering to my clients," Pinto said.

Besides the possibility of prison time, she faces a maximum fine of $250,000 in each count.

The plea comes eight years after William Aramony, a former chief of the agency's history.

In two lawsuits, the men said they were sexually abused by priests years ago, including New York Development.

In two lawsuits, the men said they were sexually abused by priests years ago, including New York Development.

The Rev. Wayland Brown was sentenced in Savannah since, running a bookkeeping business.

Debris hit was not severe and could have been verified, and the board's conclusions will be final and absolute.

In two lawsuits, the men said they were sexually abused by priests years ago, including New York Development.

According to a statement released by the office of Assistant U.S. Attorney Daniel...
Bush Tells Saddam ‘The Game Is Over’

By BRITJY SCHWEID

WASHINGTON (AP) — Democrats said Thursday that President Bush, in a push for war against Iraq, is ignoring a potentially greater danger in the world: North Korea's rapidly advancing nuclear program.

Washington, D.C., Feb. 25 — Democrats said Thursday that President Bush, in a push for war against Iraq, is ignoring a potentially greater danger in the world: North Korea's rapidly advancing nuclear program.

“Saddam Hussein will be finished,” Bush pledged, warning of an imminent U.S. strike. “We’re not going to let Saddam get away with it. Saddam Hussein is going to be taken out.”

“Concentrating on the threat in Iraq is just a reflex to avoid the nuclear crisis in North Korea,” said Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., of the administration’s approach. “Bush has made it clear that Iraq is no longer the top priority.”

But Blair also said that if Iraq refused to cooperate with the weapons inspectors, and if the United Nations Security Council members, led by Britain and the United States, “decided to go to war, they have got to be assured that we are in a push for war against Iraq unless the idea first won the support of the American Senate.”

The White House, however, said it has “robust plans for any contingency.”

Bush ticked off a series of actions that Powell had urged Wednesday in a push for war against Iraq, is ignoring a potentially greater danger in the world: North Korea’s rapidly advancing nuclear program.

North Korea has one of the world’s largest armies and is believed to have up to 8,000 nuclear warheads. North Korea has one of the world’s largest armies and is believed to have up to 8,000 nuclear warheads.
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The White House, however, said it has “robust plans for any contingency.”
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Employed Terminated for Watching Showering Students

continued from page 1

seriously as it should have been and it really bothered me.”

Administration took action on early this week. A message was sent
out to all students of the world by David Milstone, Dean
of Student Life, saying: “I would like to inform the entire
faculty and staff,” that student privacy is being compromised they are urged
or their Housefellow as soon as possi-
ble to contact the Office of Student Life
or their Housefellow as soon as possi-
able to contact the Office of Student Life

Director of Media Relations, “it’s a
long standing policy of the college to keep personal matters
confidential. The administration reserves personal matters very care-
fully and we follow procedures that are thorough and fair and we
continue to strive to make decisions that are in the best interests of
the college, its students, in faculty and its staff.”

Meanwhile students in the Old
Ole are still concerned about their
privacy. In Hamilton’s House of
Ole meeting it was suggested that the
students wear nametags for
recognitions.

The halls have been plugged using
screws and bolts.

If any student feels their privacy
is being compromised they are urged
to contact the Office of Student Life
or their Housefellow as soon as possi-
ble to contact the Office of Student Life

New Admissions Methods Increase Applicant Pool

By April Sculli

From West CT.

With strong similarities between the NISCAC
colleges, as such small
institutions, as Conn, Barnard, McDaniel, athletics and the
arts as knowledgeable graphs, what sets Conn College apart
from the rest of the

calendar. The numbers game

continued from page 1

Increased from page 1

of high school seniors seems to be based on
the aesthetics of the college atmosphere, word of mouth about the college or the
university, and the ability for students to have pre-
dominated. In order to cautiously plan for the matriculation of stu-
sents preparing for the Winter Formal

The decision process for high school seniors seems to be based on the
universities. In order to cautiously plan for the matriculation of stu-
dents preparing for the Winter Formal

A Juris Doctor degree puts you ahead of the competition

A Juris Doctor from MSL affects you the freedom of
that competitive advantage without the worries
others suffer behind a mountain of debt.

Interested? Come check us out

Massachusetts School of Law
Woodland Park
200 Federal Street
Andover, MA 01810
(978)-681-8000
www.mslaw.edu

 Massachusetts School of Law graduates ACHIEVE!
Get the same edge that MSL graduates enjoy in almost every professional field.

Law
Business
Government
Education
Healthcare
Law Enforcement

SPRING BREAK with STS
to Cancun, Acapulco,
Jamaica, Bahamas and
Florida
America's #1 student
Tours operator.
Groups save up to 120 per
room.

Blackout Attributed to Birds, Students Forced to Evacuate Central

continued from page 1
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Playing Hard Not Enough for Men’s Basketball Team

continued from page 12

The Camels trailed 42-34 at the half, but went hard-core defense in the second half and put up a 27-20 run to take a 13-point lead. Conn then stepped it up, scored another 19 point game and had 5 boards, shooting 7-for-8 from the floor. The Camels trailed by 10 at the break, but went played hard core defense in the second half, holding Wesleyan to 39% shooting. But, there is quite a few more teams that are involved with no wins, the game won’t be decided until later in the season.

Junior Class Elects New Officials

continued from page 1

Crosti, but it wasn’t enough as the kids fell 79-85, a loss that the game showed Strongfield shot a red-hot 5-for-8 from three-point range, with 3 threes and four assists. The Camels trailed 42-34 at the half, and the Corsairs made it all the way to the Conference Finals last year they would be the top contender in the East for one date.

New Coach Leads the Way to Great Season

continued from page 12

On the contrary

New coach leads the way to great season

Mexico/Caribbean only $250 round trip! Europe $189 one way!

Junior Class Elects New Officials

continued from page 1

innocent, Naive LeBron

continued from page 12

CROZIER WILLIAMS STUDENT CENTER • 7:00-9:00
270 MORGAN AVE • NEW LONDON, CT
Profits to Benefit the Crotzer College Women’s Lacrosse Team

GET YOUR TICKET FOR ADVENTURE. An outstanding collection of exotic destinations across the world will take you (literally) to peaks skimming gravity-defying slopes, paddling wild waters, and traveling some of the most spectacular scenery on the planet.

Tickets for North are $10 Adults / $7 Students. For more information: www.northcay.com. Tickets are available on North Cay Outfitters (888)388-5685.
**On the Contrary**

Before I get down to it, I need to point out a mistake in the sports section of last week's edition of the fabulous College Voice. First of all, somewhere throughout the course of my column, I decided to interchange the terms “anniversary” and “birthday.” My goal was to discuss my first anniversary as a columnist, and by accidentally referring to it as if it were a birthday, I have confused a few readers, and have had to fight some criticism throughout the week. I guess this means that my being a newspaper editor doesn’t allow me to interchange terms that really do not have similar meanings.

Now, let’s talk business.

Matthew Kessler

Putting Pressure on the Press

As we Approach the 3 Year Anniversary

For many newspapers, this year marks their first or second anniversary. The College Voice has been around for three years, and it is time we started thinking about what we are going to do in the next year. We have had some great success so far, but we need to keep on top of things if we want to continue to grow.

**SPORTS**

**Frazier Sinks 100th 3-pointer, Camels Lose Anyway**

By Carmen Callahan

New Coach Leads the Way to Great Season

By Bonnie Presnell

With their last regatta meeting this Sunday versus Wesleyan, the 2002-2003 season of the Wesleyan Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving teams has turned around and are poised for championship meet runs under new coach Matthew Kessler. (Photo: Henry可视ills)

**Camel Scoreboard**

Men's Hockey

-2/1, vs. Salem State, 2-3
-2/4, vs. Manhattanville, 1-1 (OTL)
-2/8, vs. AIC, 0-2
-2/12, vs. Cobbs, 2-2

Women's Hockey

-2/1, vs. Mt. St. Mary, 3-1
-2/4, vs. Cobbs, 2-0

Women's Basketball

-1/28, at Hamilton, 7:00 p.m.
-2/9, at Hamilton, 7:00 p.m.

Men's Basketball

-1/21, at Wesleyan, 83-83
-2/4, at Elm, 61-75
-2/7, vs. Wesleyan, 70-69
-2/10, vs. Middlebury, 300:00 p.m.

**New Coach Leads the Way to Great Season**

By Bonnie Presnell

Super White

With their last regatta meeting this Sunday versus Wesleyan, the 2002-2003 season of the Wesleyan Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving teams has turned around and are poised for championship meet runs under new coach Matthew Kessler. (Photo: Henry可视ills)

With the loss of the elite middle backfield this fall due to the 2002-2003 season, the Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving teams have turned around and are poised for championship meet runs under new coach Matthew Kessler. (Photo: Henry可视ills)

The victory started the game off with a 14-4 run, but the Camels fought back with a 14-0 run in the first half. Yeast came out with another run to put the score at 35-25 going into the half. Wesleyan came out with a bang in the second half and held a 23-point lead with about 14 minutes left in the game. The Camels scored in the second half to make up some ground but were only able to trade baskets with Wesleyan for the remainder of the game.

**Innocent, Naive Lebron**

Matthew Kessler
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